**Thursday, 14 October, 2:30 pm – 4:00 pm**
(Sala F, Giardini, La Biennale di Venezia and online)

**ARTIST TALK** (In collaboration with *Science Gallery Venice*)

Emma Critchley (artist, Brighton) and Haseeb Ahmed (artist, Brussels) in conversation with Ariane Koek (creative producer and curator, London/Venice).

 Introduced by Cristina Baldacci (Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia) and Shaul Bassi (Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia)

Earth Water Sky is Science Gallery Venice’s 3-year research, commissioning and production residency program at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, celebrating the latest cutting-edge environmental knowledge by scientists and academics at the university. The annual program each year selects by open call an artist to work thematically on one of the elements in the program’s title. The founding curator and creative producer of Earth Water Sky, Ariane Koek, is joined by the first two artists in the program – Emma Critchley (UK) and Haseeb Ahmed (USA/Belgium). They will discuss how, why and what their artistic research into the science of water and wind reveals about our place in the universe and the power of nature.

[https://anthropocenevenice.org/public-events-program/](https://anthropocenevenice.org/public-events-program/)